Cavoscopy in the surgical treatment of renal cell carcinoma with vena cava thrombus. Systematic review.
To perform a literature review on the use of cavoscopy during surgery for renal cell carcinoma with vena cava thrombus (RCCVCT), according to the criteria of Evidence-Based Medicine. We performed a Pubmed search for studies published with the following keywords: "renal tumor thrombus", "renal tumor cavoscopy" and "cystoscopy thrombus", without time limit and in English. With these criteria, 5 articles were identified with a total of 41 patients. All studies found are case series and expert opinions, so the degree of evidence in the use of cavoscopy in RCCVCT is low. RCCVCT surgery is a complex technique, which can reach over 50% 5-year survival, when a complete oncological resection is achieved. One of the keys for surgical success is complete resection of tumor thrombus, having used different techniques for its verification. One of them is cavoscopy, which consists on the introduction of a flexible cystoscope through the cavotomy incision after thrombectomy, checking the lumen of the vena cava with saline serum irrigation. In two series of clinical cases, cavoscopy detected thrombus persistence in 22% and 43% of patients respectively, allowing resection. The entire resected thrombus showed malignancy in several cases. Cavoscopy is a technique that improves detection of tumor remnants after thrombectomy in comparison to indirect review methods. Although oncological impact of caval thrombus is controversial, the use of cavoscopy allows a more complete resection of the thrombus, and it may offer a possible increase in the recurrence-free survival of these patients.